Standardization of [F-18]FDG PET/CT for response evaluation by the Radiologic Society of North America-Quantitative Imaging Biomarker Alliance (RSNA-QIBA) profile: preliminary results from the Japan-QIBA (J-QIBA) activities for Asian international multicenter phase II trial.
In an Asian international multicenter phase II trial conducted in patients with peripheral T-cell lymphoma (PTCL), [F-18]FDG-PET/CT was used for evaluation of the therapeutic response. Standardization of the PET/CT scanners was necessary before patient enrollment. We therefore standardized the scanners by phantom tests based on the profile approved by the Quantitative Imaging Biomarkers Alliance (QIBA) of Radiological Society of North America (RSNA). The tests were conducted on 12 scanners in 12 facilities in compliance with the QIBA Profile and used National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) body phantoms. We measured three parameters (standardized uptake value [SUV], resolution and noise) and adjusted the imaging parameter values. The indexes recommended in the Japanese Society of Nuclear Medicine (JSNM) guideline were also evaluated. In a total of 12 facilities, 6 facilities required no change in imaging conditions and 6 facilities required changes in imaging parameters. After revision, the three measurements (SUV, resolution and noise) met QIBA criteria at all sites, but 10 of the 12 scanners did not meet JSNM criteria. We standardized imaging conditions using phantoms as required in the RSNA-QIBA profile for response evaluation by [F-18]FDG PET/CT images in a multicenter study.